CIRCULAR

The National Police Memorial (NPM) has been dedicated to the nation on 21st October, 2018 by the Hon’ble Prime Minister in recognition of the sacrifices made by Police personnel since independence, and their paramount role in preserving national security and integrity. The National Police Memorial (NPM) is situated at the crest of Shantipath in Chanakyapuri, New Delhi. On entering the site, one is greeted by flower laden ramparts with two large symmetrically placed bowls, laced with flowers on the periphery. The National Police Memorial (NPM) comprises Wall of Valour, Central Sculpture and Museum.

The Wall of Valour- The name of approximately 35,000 Police Personnel, who have laid down their lives in the line of duty in various parts of the country and belonging to various state and Central Police Forces, are inscribed on the wall of valour.

Central Sculpture- The Central Sculpture is a vertical 30 feet tall single block of black granite modelled on a cenotaph. Granite characterizes strength and durability, mirrored in the life of a Policeman. Granite’s longevity in all kinds of catastrophes represents service that a Police officer gives to the society. The 60 feet long river flowing at the base of the sculpture reflects selfless service rendered by policemen.

Museum- The museum is conceptualized as an evolving permanent national level exhibition on policing subjects and is dedicated to the memory of the martyred Police personnel. It depicts documents and gazette notifications, unique weapons and uniforms of Central and State Police Forces etc., and takes the visitors through the journey of Police personnel from pledge to eternity.

As desired by Intelligence Bureau, Ministry of Home Affairs vide letter No. 1/111/2019(NPM)-1-874 dt.4.2.2019, Police personnel working under the Govt. of Mizoram may consider a visit to the National Police Memorial (NPM) along with their family members while visiting Delhi at their convenience. The timing of NPM Museum is 9:30 AM to 5:30 PM (Monday Holiday).

(ZOSANGLIANA) AIG-I,
for Director General of Police,
Mizoram, Aizawl.

Dated Aizawl, the 13 February, 2019.